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INTRODUCTION

Properly understanding the future of cyber diplomacy (the term is also known as “digital 
diplomacy” or “e-diplomacy”, though having different nuances excluding governance but 
implementing technological assets (Sandre, 2015, Riordan, 2019)) certainly requires a better 
understanding for advanced human-machine interaction, assisted by AI technologies. The 
reasons for that have both a technological and social nature. The progressive development of 
narrow AI is giving possibilities for cloud and edge processing of huge data resources, and 
thus provides indirect capabilities for obvious and hidden knowledge extraction (Russell & 
Norvig, 2021). The result of the use of this knowledge is to generate future prognoses with 
multiple information sources, ensuring fake information detection and that of manipulation 
from the mainstream of the new hypermedia-enriched social environment (Minchev, 2022b).

These facts, together with the evolutionary development towards a “Sentient AI” (Bhaumik, 
2018) and in the not-so-far future – “General AI”, going next to the establishment of 
“Superintelligence” (Bostrom, 2014, Shanahan, 2015) are naturally leading to the necessity 
for a deeper technological symbiosis with present human cognitive and intellectual skills, 
especially in fields like: intelligence, espionage, negotiations and decision-making under 
uncertainty, i.e. real-life diplomatic situations (Kissinger, Schmidt & Huttenlocher, 2022).

In the post-information age (Minchev et al, 2022) of joint human-machine knowledge 
integration fostered by recent COVID-19 pandemic effects (Schwab & Malleret, 2020), the 
new mixed reality is integrating multiple IoTs (wearables, sensors, etc., (Boyanov, 2021)), 
both in humans (aiming “advanced humans” or “transhumans”, (Bohan, 2022)) and smart 
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infrastructure (encompassing AI algorithms for monitoring & control) with this new hybrid 
knowledge (due to joint human-machine data and information processing) in a holistic, digital 
ecosystem for diplomacy and security transformation (Minchev, 2021a).

The “shifted cyber diplomacy” effects (Minchev, 2021b), resulting from the disruptive 
pandemic role, are already challenged by the dynamics of future war (Raphael et al., 2020, 
Ryan, 2022). Around the old hot points of contradictions, new ones are added (GRR, 2023). 
Here, a special attention has to be given to the recent escalation of the Russian-Ukrainian 
military conflict (considered even in some analyses as a potential World War III debut scenario, 
(Osmolovska & Maksak, 2022)) with severe resulting global impacts (Plokhy, 2023) and the 
objective for a new world order initiation in this sense (as was predicted by Club of Rome 
about half a century ago (Meadows, Meadows, Randers & Behrens III, 1972)). An enormous 
quantity of fake information artifacts, espionage, and media manipulation activities (Farwell, 
2020, Minchev, 2022b, Nehring & Sittig, 2023) has been generated in this context, joining 
the information and communication assets to the diplomatic ones in this new 5D modern 
warfare context (Allen, Hodges & Lindley-French, 2021). Here it should be noted that some 
analyses on this topic claim a dystopian future of an AI-dominated world with authoritarian 
organization, while others are quite optimistic and utopian as people are expected to live in 
peace and harmony with technologies, having no contradictions (Randers, 2012, Leonhard, 
2017, Harari, 2017, Tegmark, 2017, Lennox, 2020, Schwab & Mallert, 2022).

And how to cope properly with this new, rather complex mixed reality is a quite challenging 
task, especially with the prospect of future disruptions. Further on, the paper will outline 
an exploration framework for experimental proactive handling of the marked diplomatic, 
technological and mixed transformational transcendents identification, towards the not so-
far-future of the sentient AI age.

EXPLORATION FRAMEWORK

The ideas in the current framework are following the ones for the post-information age foresight 
analysis recent aggregated study (Minchev, 2022a), but are taking a trilateral outlook from 
modeling, simulation and analytical perspectives. Whilst this rather aggregated framework is 
comprehensive enough, a lot of implementation details have to be added, trying to clarify some 
uncertainties and bottlenecks on the problem of interest, but – future cyber diplomacy.

The future cyber diplomacy tasks for the digitally transformed world are expected to merge 
regular diplomacy with technologies in a multilateral manner (Riordan, 2019), establishing a 
more dynamic, but somewhat unstable and uncertain (though requiring agility and adaptability) 
future political environment (Susskind, 2018). This will give some advantages to those players 
on the international political board that will proactively use new cyber technologies (Kissinger, 
Schmidt & Huttenlocher, 2022), being able to get advanced information (from different 
channels and huge levels of data processing), whilst keeping a relevant and comprehensive 
enough joint human-machine security level, ensuring a resilient new digital society, and finally 
taking more relevant and proactive decisions, assisted with the future sentient AI.

As far as in all three framework perspectives a joint human-machine symbiosis is naturally 
assumed, the new cyber domain normally gets higher popularity due to both technological progress 
and AI autonomization, establishing the smart ecosystem of the future society, and requiring at the 
same time an adequate approach for comprehensive proactive exploration and handling. 
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Figure 1. A trilateral exploration framework of future cyber diplomacy 
experimental handling, adapted from (Minchev, 2022a).

IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS

Further on, some implementation details of the outlined trilateral exploration methodology 
are going to be presented, adding important specifics and illustrations to the obtained results, 
together with explanatory discussions. What is important to note here is the natural overlapping 
between framework perspectives that are actually showing different accents and proactive 
findings for the future cyber diplomacy towards the year 2037, when the post-information 
society of knowledge is expected to be reached with the digital transformation evolutionary 
changes (Minchev et al, 2022).

Modeling Perspective

Defining a suitable cyber diplomacy exploration modeling perspective requires structuring, 
scale and details observation of the future post-information society, that could be achieved by 
combining both scenario-based morphological and system analytical model representations. The 
idea is to initially establish a pool of plausible and implausible future scenarios that are created 
and evaluated by expert and reference data values fusion in I-SCIP-MA environment, following 
the ideas of (Minchev, 2015). The actual result is extending the comprehensive post-information 
age expectations from (Minchev et al., 2022) with the ones of shifted cyber diplomacy (Minchev, 
2021b) tailored in particular for the future mixed human-machine context. 

Figure 2. Digital transformation and cyber diplomacy future transcendents cross-consistency matrix, 
towards 2037, extended with (Minchev et al, 2022), developed in I-SCIP-MA environment.
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Finally, an eight-dimensional space of mutually exclusive alternatives, connected with 
weighted relations (using the Relative Common Weight – RCW idea (Minchev, Boyanov, 
& Georgiev, 2013)) is built, following the logical scenario structure of: “driving factor” -> 
“digital challenge” -> “digital adversary” -> “digital divide” -> “digital opportunity” -> 
“digital ambiguity” -> “future contradiction” -> “future cyber diplomacy”.

A three-type scenario classification is assumed: “tangible”, RCW > 0, “intangible”, RCW 
< 0, and “neutral” ones, RCW = 0, outlining a futuristic view of the cyber diplomacy 
exploration context.

The total scenario number is N = 622080 (resulting from the multiplication of dimensions with 
the number of alternatives in each of them, i.e., N = 8x6x6x5x4x3x3x3x4) with plausible ones 
– N1 = 18360 & implausible ones – N2 = 603720, additionally identifying from N1: “tangible” 
(14358, RCW>0), “intangible” (3152, RCW<0) & neutral (850, RCW=0) scenarios.

Finally, a brief generalization of the morphological analysis findings could be outlined 
as follows:

The most intangible scenarios for the future will be related to divides with people’s 
transhumanization (Sirius & Cornell, 2015) and new digital society reorganization provoked 
by AI algorithms and machine domination (Leonhard, 2016, Harari, 2017). This naturally is 
going to establish a transformed social hierarchy due to smart governance and i-espionage 
because of different understanding for the peoples’ privacy and future society post-information 
lifestyle (being polyarchic or authoritarian (Tegmark, 2017)), but most probably hybrid ones, 
as was recently observed during COVID-19 pandemic (Schwab & Mallert, 2021). The overall 
resource access is added also to this scenario set due to new reality mixing climate changes 
and total connectivity (with new mobile solutions and satellite communication advances), 
(Minchev et al., 2022).

As far as the future transhumans are expected to have also different social behaviour (due to 
deeper technologies integration, providing new, advanced skills, (Bohan, 2022)) the social 
resilience and information overload effects need also to be carefully considered. Further, living 
parallelism (fostered by accelerated hyperreality and humans’ deeper bilateral interconnectivity 
with wearable devices and implants), hybrid securing and strategic i-communications (by 
means of human-machine symbiosis with potential machine superiority (Minchev, 2021a)) 
are going to be of key importance for the upcoming post-information society building. 

However, these changes are not isolated and the holistic transformational growth (clashing 
humans and machines at different levels of the future digital society) with the resulting new 
post-information ecosystem evolution are going to positively support the future society and 
people’s fostered transformation (Minchev, et al., 2019).

On the other hand, the tangible scenarios are mainly addressing new smart services and 
technological innovations (Boyanov, 2021) that are going to transform the future smart 
economy (joining digital and social profits, including AI and robotics), adding huge data 
(produced with numerous IoTs integrated in the new smart ecosystem), smart negotiations 
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and decision making, but demanding new hybrid regulations necessity (due to the deeper 
technological penetration into the living matter, generating multiple ambiguities, (Minchev, 
et al., 2022)). 

Here, transformational adversaries like biohacking and total digitalization will most probably 
stay under the human intelligence control, assisted by machines, though partially limited 
(as still the singularity is not that close but sentient AI appearance is definitely on the way 
(Leonhard, 2016)).

Finally, other unplanned external impacts are considered as neutral, and this addresses mostly 
potential social devolution caused by the appearance of unprecedented levels of stressors 
of natural or man-made origin (pandemics, magnetic storms, wars, social revolutions, etc., 
(Bostrom & Ćirković, 2008)), most probably assisted for meeting with future cyber diplomacy 
enabled smart negotiations and strategic i-communications between states.

Whilst these morphological analysis findings lack modeling causality, a profound 
understanding of new digital society system transformation details and the role of future 
cyber diplomacy could be achieved with a system-of-systems modeling exploration.

Analytical Perspective

Achieving a comprehensive enough modeling exploration for the next 10-15 years (towards 
the year 2037) on the future cyber diplomacy and the attendant dual socio-technological post-
information transformation effects could be achieved, benefiting from the experience with 
(Minchev, 2020 & Minchev, 2021b) approaches, and thus implementing system-of-system 
discrete representation of the studied problem at hand.

A holistic system graph-based machine representation in I-SCIP-SA environment is further 
used for this purpose, following the “Entity – Relationship” paradigm, while providing a 
“many-to-many” causality interconnectivity between the entities (Minchev, 2015). As far as 
working with expert and reference data is difficult to be handled regarding noise, uncertainties 
and multiple discretization understandings, an interval [0, 1] fuzzy weighting is accomplished 
for a discrete number of steps. The model graph-based generalized assessment is visualized 
in a four-sector 3D “Sensitivity Diagram” – SD (“Buffering” – Green, “Active” – Red, 
“Passive” – Blue, “Critical” – Yellow with additional sub-classification, regarding the entities’ 
roles: “Active” – White & “Passive” – Grey). The SD is actually showing the entities’ three-
dimensional weights with the system model, according to: “Influence” – “X”, “Dependence” 
– “Y” and their ratio, “Sensitivity” – “Z”, values (Minchev, 2020).

What is important to state here is the extension of the author’s study results on “shifted cyber 
diplomacy” (Minchev, 2021b) but going deeper in the problem by emphasizing AI sentient 
evolution tendencies (Tegmark, 2017), maybe even growing towards General AI (Russell & 
Norvig, 2021, Lennox, 2020). Further understanding the fostering transformational role of 
recent COVID-19 pandemic (Schwab & Mallert, 2021) goes even beyond the risk/utility ratio 
usage for holistic effectiveness assessment to system sensitivity (Minchev, 2015, Minchev, et 
al., 2019). This actually provides an opportunity to discover the instability of some entities, 
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following the famous Chaos Theory ideas (Strogatz, 2015), that will be discussed below with 
the model’s analytical findings.

The results from the system modeling and sensitivity analysis, regarding the entities’ four-
sector classification could be summarized as follows:

- Active: “Political iGovernance” – 3, “Advanced Security Incidents” – 7, “Fake 
Information Artefacts” – 9, “Sentient AI” – 10, all being also active with the model due 
to this zone classification;

- Passive: “Assisted Cyber Diplomacy” – 2, “Smart Interfaces” – 4, “Transformed People” – 
11, “State Actors” – 14, “Hybrid Mediators” – 15, all being also passive with the model due 
to this zone classification;

- Critical: “iMedia Environment” – 1, “Advanced Economy” – 5, “Non-State Actors” – 8, 
“Smart Resilience” – 17, being also active with the model & “Hybrid Knowledge” – “6”, 
“Adversarial Groups” – 13, “Intelligent Data Breaches” – 16, being passive with the model.

- Buffering: “Other External Factors” – 12, being also active with the model.

Obviously, in the not-so-far future of the year 2037, assisted cyber diplomacy is going to hide 
numerous uncertainties and potential (Riordan, 2019), together with new state actors (being 
expected to both use and regulate the new AI technologies in the diplomatic field and everyday 
lifestyle), transformed people, hybrid (human-machine) mediators (being per se assistants to 
the transformed people with the new mixed reality), and smart interfaces in between them 
with the overall smart digital ecosystem (Kissinger, Schmidt & Huttenlocher, 2022). Active 
will be sentient AI (Bhaumik, 2018), which is expected to foster, together with non-state 
actors, the new political i-governance, influenced by new i-media environment (expected 
also to be critical), with fake information artifacts and advanced security incidents fostered 
by AI evolution (Susskind, 2018, Minchev, 2022b).

A new advanced economy (assisted by AI technologies) is expected to be essential in the 
future (Schwab & Mallert, 2022), along with adversarial hacking groups, and hybrid (joining 
human cognition with machine processing power) knowledge for meeting future security 
transcendents and exponentially growing transformational dynamics. Quite challenging will 
also be the new intelligent data breaches, affecting the smart resilience of the new digital 
society (Minchev, 2021a, Minchev, et al, 2022).

Having a predictive nature, these system modeling findings are giving focus to future state 
actors and sentient AI, establishing a new i-governance that naturally will establish cyber 
diplomacy and i-media, assisted by AI for which autonomous self-control will be difficult. 
Thus, the role of non-state actors and transformed individuals will remain inevitable in this 
context, trying to maintain the new socio-technological balance, while competing in the 
diplomatic area.

Next in the paper the simulation perspective of the problem at hand is presented, highlighting 
a joint human-machine role in the process.
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(a)

``
(b)

Figure 3. Future cyber diplomacy modeling (a) and Sensitivity Diagram generalized analytical results (b) 
of dual socio-technological post-information transformation effects, towards the year 2037 in I-SCIP-SA.

Simulation Perspective

The outlined future of cyber diplomacy in the post-information age modeling and analytical 
findings towards the next 10-15 years from now, would be extremely useful if they are further 
dynamically explored in a mixed reality environment with user feedback assessment. This 
allows combination of both human and machine intelligence in a simulated reality of different 
projections (augmented, virtual, mixed, in the context of a new, transformed and ad-hoc digital 
ecosystem establishment) with interactive tailoring of useful analytical results.
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A set of experimental activities, joining different details of human-machine inter-awareness 
(i.e., multimodal and multilevel communication) is further presented in this sense, trying 
to verify some of the findings for the future in a selected mixed reality scenario context, 
following the results from the already marked modeling and analytical perspectives findings.

i. Cyber Research Exercise Study – The experiment has been organized during the CYREX 
2023 event, joining the efforts of the Institute of ICT, Bulgarian Academy of Sciences and 
the University of National and World Economy, with the support of “Secure Digital Future 
21” international initiative and IFIP TC 14, UNESCO (CYREX, 2023). The main idea of the 
exercise was to test the human-machine inter-awareness in an imaginary context, concerning 
the future smart cities mixed reality from different aspects (both utopian and dystopian ones), 
concerning the cyber security area (technological, social, infrastructural, security, political, 
diplomatic). The idea was to develop and test a set of morphological and system models for 
the not-so-far future, among young people (Y- & Z- generations ones), joining both human and 
machine intelligence in the process of decision-making and scenario development, while using 
a role-based organization, multiple smart gadgets and platforms. The training was illustrated, 
combining results of artificially generated images, videos, sounds and popular multimedia 
clips. The idea allows the studying of complex security transcendents dynamics in a futuristic 
mixed reality smart ecosystem, giving excellent training feedback results, especially at 
organizational and operational levels (Minchev, et al., 2022).

 

Figure 4. Pictures of participants, architecture and media materials during CYREX 2023

Figure 5. Generalized results of CYREX 2023.
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ii. Simulated Reality Exploration – the main idea of the approach is to recreate imaginary scenario 
situations for the future, while joining augmented and virtual realities with multimodal 
hardware and software, monitoring at the same time a selected user group feedback response 
with different biometrics, following (Minchev, et al., 2022).

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 6. Simulated reality experimental set-ups: VR (left) & AR (right) with three selected 
futuristic scenario combinations aggregated results: (a) - (c), adapted from (Minchev, et al., 2022).
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The practical implementation of this approach has been performed in a 3D simulated reality, 
regarding three short multimedia scenario combinations: Future War, Cyber Terrorism and 
Digital Politics, using both virtual and augmented realities mix (because of different electronic 
setups generating a mechanical conflict with the visualization hardware, like: VR helmet and 
EEG electrodes simultaneous mounting), while monitoring participants’ central (brain activity 
via EEG) and peripheral nervous system (GSR response from dominant hand) correlates, 
together with additional measuring of psychometric preliminary and post-experimental bias 
(personality, motivation, short-term memories on objects from the multimedia stimulation), 
trying to achieve a proactive and comprehensive understanding  on the part of the audience 
of a futuristic exploration context.

Obviously, experimenting with user feedbacks (both voluntary and non-voluntary ones) is 
always uncertain but somewhat useful as the scenario context is stimulating human-only traits 
(like: imagination, creativity, intuition, emotions, feelings & judgments) that are still not part 
of the smart machines (Leonhard, 2016, Tegmark, 2017). The actual positive expectations for 
the role of AI solutions at this stage are quite helpful, as far as some sensitive findings could 
be deliberately, proactively studied and extended in mixed and simulated realities flexible 
context, achieving comprehensive multiaspect understanding for the digitally transformed 
post-information future of joint human-machine symbiosis. These findings are selected 
subjectively by the humans and address different transformational transcendents, such as: new 
smart ecosystem cyber responses on social dynamics, related to the future: wars, terrorism, 
criminal activities, diplomacy, politics, governance, i-media and lifestyle as a whole.

CONCLUSION

In the not-so-far future of the next 10-15 years, a fostered AI evolution is certainly going 
to be observed towards sentient AI, i.e. which is a significant step up from the narrow AI of 
present reality. This technological disruption is going to reshape the new digital ecosystem 
of people, technologies, biotope, infrastructure and the symbiotic inter-awareness among 
them for a new post-information society progressive development. Different ways of making 
decisions and extracting information from multiple data sources are expected to appear in this 
sense, transforming intelligently the media environment, political governance and diplomacy 
at a new level of knowledge-assisted extraction and dynamics handling from cyber domain 
perspective. This profound change is certainly going to transform the future military conflicts, 
diplomatic negotiations and overall political decision-making to a new i-governance stage of 
either a polyvalent federated world or an authoritarian one.

So, establishing a proactive framework for a comprehensive exploration of these transformational 
processes is evidently a challenging task that could benefit from both human and machine 
modeling joint efforts, adding a suitably interactive assessment of dynamic results.

The presented findings are demonstrating a clear tendency for this new social deep change 
at state and global levels. What however is still quite unclear is whether this transformation 
will lead to a dystopian or utopian world, as the state and non-state actors are still controlled 
by human emotions and objectives for social reality domination, resulting often in irrational 
actions and decisions.
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Going even further, the external influences of climate changes and collateral damages, 
resulting from military conflicts, pandemics, economic transformations and constant new 
generation objectives for change, make the future cyber diplomacy tasks quite complex and 
challenging, trying to keep the balance between mankind’s sustainable and resilient well-being 
versus dominated post-information society governance, assisted but hopefully not totally 
controlled by new AI technologies 
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